A naive digital plane is a subset of points (x, y, z) ∈ Z 3 verifying h ≤ ax + by + cz < h + max{|a|, |b|, |c|} where (a, b, c, h) ∈ Z 4 . Given a finite unstructured subset of Z 3 , determine whether there exists a naive digital plane containing it is called digital plane recognition. This question is rather classical in the field of digital geometry (also called discrete geometry). We suggest in this paper a new algorithm to solve it. Its asymptotic complexity is bounded by O(n 7 ) but its behavior seems to be linear in practice. It uses an original strategy of optimization in a set of triangular facets (triangles). The code is short and elementary (less than 300 lines) and available on http://www.loria.fr/~debled/plane.
Introduction
The geometry of the Z-module Z n is often called discrete or digital in contrast to the classical continuous geometry of R n .
A digital hyperplane of Z n is defined by a double inequality h ≤ ϕ(x) < h + δ where ϕ is a linear form [?] . In dimension 2, it provides a definition of digital straight lines of Z 2 . With this general approach, diophantine and Bresenham straight lines are both digital straight lines [?] . In dimension 3, it provides a definition of digital plane.
Definition 1 A digital plane is the set of the solutions (x, y, z) ∈ Z 3 of a double inequality h ≤ ax + by + cz < h + δ where (a, b, c) ∈ Z 3 − {(0, 0, 0)}, h ∈ Z and δ ∈ Z + . A digital plane is said naive if δ = max{|a|, |b|, |c|}.
The class of naive digital planes has good topological properties: a naive digital plane is 26-connected, its complementary has two 6-connected components and there is no simple point in the plane.
It is easy to determine whether there exists a digital plane containing a given finite set of points S ∈ Z 3 because for any given (a, b, c) ∈ Z 3 − {(0, 0, 0)}, the set S belongs to the digital plane of double inequality h ≤ ax + by + cz < h + δ with h = min{ax + by + cz|(x, y, z) ∈ S} and δ = max{ax + by + cz|(x, y, z) ∈ S} − h + 1. However, it is not obvious to determine whether there exists a naive digital plane containing a given finite set of points.
In some applications (polyhedralization in Z 3 and more generally image analysis or synthesis, ...), the problem can be asked in quite different terms. Let us assume that S is contained in a naive digital plane and given a point m, we search if S ∪ {m} is still contained in a naive digital plane. In this framework, an incremental algorithm is better.
Problem 2 has been the aim of several publications since 1990 (see §2). A well-known solution is to express the problem in terms of linear programming and to solve it by using a method of this field. Starting from the same point of view, we suggest in §?? a new algorithm as well as its incremental version and its proof. In §??, we give methods to check the optimality of the digital plane characteristics obtained. At last, in §?? experimental results are presented to show the efficiency of our algorithm.
Review
We can distinguish three kinds of methods for solving the digital plane recognition problem. They belong to the domains of combinatorics, linear programming and computational geometry.
The two-dimensional version of Problem 2, i.e. the digital line recognition, has been solved at the beginning of the 1990s by combinatorial tools [?,?] Other works have followed another direction [?,?,?,?,?,?,?] writing the digital plane recognition problem as an integer linear programming problem:
Problem 3 Given a finite subset S ∈ Z 3 , find (a, b, c, h) ∈ Z 4 satisfying one of the following systems of linear constraints:
Problem 3 is made of three systems of linear constraints (A), (B) and (C). Each one corresponds to a value of max{|a|, |b|, |c|} (the system (C) corresponds for instance to the case max{|a|, |b|, |c|} = |c|). If one of them is feasible (i.e. its set of solutions is not empty), then S is contained in a naive digital plane. Otherwise, S is not contained in any naive digital plane. Thus, from now on, we consider that the digital plane recognition problem consists in solving the system of linear inequalities (C). As we look for integer solutions, this problem belongs to the domain of integer linear programming. Problems from this domain are usually NP-complete, but fortunately, the homogeneity of system (C) -if (a, b, c, h) is a solution, then for any λ ∈ R+, (λa, λb, λc, λh) is also a solution -makes it simpler. Our problem of integer linear programming can be solved by using classical algorithms of linear programming:
The constraints of (C) being rational, the linear programming algorithms provide rational solutions, and after a multiplication by the denominators, one obtains integer solutions. The third approach belongs to the domain of computational geometry. In 1984, C.E. Kim was already interested in digital plane recognition [?] . He proposed a method using the 3D convex hull of the considered set. This approach of computational geometry has been improved in [?] . In this framework, the
